
#UseHerCycle (for Him) 

To plan dates, supper ideas, surprises and poker night 

Support Estrogen (3-17)     Support  Progesterone (18-2) 

Fish, chicken, turkey  GRILL   Burgers, steak, veggies 

Mediterranean, Chicken, Fish  OUT TO EAT  Mexican, Indian, Steak 

Dancing, Hiking, Margaritas DATE IDEAS  Movies, Painting, Coffee house 

Ice Skating    more dates  Hot tub 

Lingerie,    toy   GIFTS   Massage, wine 

Minty     CHOCOLATE  Spicy 

New Position, Quickie  SEX   Cuddle, Make out, Foreplay 

Social & Frisky   What to do? Maybe Poker, Hunting, Fishing 

 

A quick Cycle primer then the details, day 1 is the day the bleeding starts 

About day 15 is ovulation…biology wants to maintain the species so likelihood of 

pregnancy is high, so is friskiness 

The Frisky Phase is about Day 3-17  Estrogen is running high and the more we can 

do to support estrogen, the more the frisky   .  Supporting the cycle looks like 

chicken/fish & spices like dill & thyme, dropping the room temperature, adding a 

little peppermint to lotion but back off the ice cream & other dairy. 

Days 18-3…biology wants to support any possible pregnancy, have the lady lay 

low to not disrupt any eggs 

The Laid Back Phase is days 18-3 of the next cycle  Progesterone is higher, 

everything is literally more difficult & painful…still a good frisky time but more 

cuddles and foreplay these 2 weeks.   Support the cycle with warming foods like 

beef & hot spices, warm the house up a couple degrees, draw her a hot bath with 

a glass of wine. 
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#UseYourCycle (for Her) 

To plan dates, supper ideas, surprises and quiet time 

A quick Cycle primer then the details, day 1 is the day the bleeding starts 

About day 15 is ovulation…biology wants to maintain the species so likelihood of 

pregnancy is high, so is friskiness 

The Frisky Phase is about Day 3-17  Estrogen is running high and the more we can 

do to support estrogen, the more the frisky   .   

Days 18-3…biology wants to support any possible pregnancy, have the lady lay 

low to not disrupt any eggs 

The Laid Back Phase is days 18-3 of the next cycle  Progesterone is higher, 

everything is literally more difficult & painful…still a good frisky time but more 

cuddles and foreplay these 2 weeks 

Support Estrogen (3-17)     Support Progesterone (18-2) 

Heavy heavy/Fast    EXERCISE  Back off, Yoga, Stretching 

Analyze & Create   BRAIN POWER Communicate & Complete 

Quick, Experimental  SEX STYLE  Foreplay, cuddles 

Contrast showers, Ice baths WATER  Hot Baths 

A little cooler   HOUSE TEMPS A little hotter 

Fish, Chicken   FOOD   Beef, Bacon 

Dill, Basil, Cumin, Sage  SPICES  Garlic, Hot Peppers, Ginger 

Mediterranean   RESTAURANT Mexican, Indian, Steak 

Socialize    PEOPLE  Alone time 

Active     DATES  Conversational 

Margaritas, shots   DRINKS  Wine, Hot toddy 

Pumpkin, Flax   SEEDS   Sunflower, Sesame 

Dairy     AVOID  Peanuts 
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